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THE 4-H FARM HANDICRAFT CLUB PROJECT I - ROPE WORKi, 
INTRODUCTION - PRACTICAL USES OF ROPE. 
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The active farm boy uses a rope and ties knots frequently 
in doing field work and the farm chores. Many minutes may be 
saved by having a working knowledge of the proper knots to use 
under different conditions and the proper way to tie them. The 
farm lad who grows up using awkward and unsuited knots that come 
untied, slip or draw into hard knots, makes his work more diffi-
cult and adds needless annoyances to his daily life. 
ROPE WORK 
Rope Materials 
Ropes are made from a number of different vegetable fibers, 
including manila , sisal and cotton. Practically all of the rope 
used on the farm is manila or sisal fiber or a combination of the 
two, and is commonly known as hemp rope. 
Man1la fiber, is a product of the Ph1ll1pine Islands. It 
is obtained from the outer layer of the abaca plant, which close-
ly resembles the banana plant. The best grade of manIla fiber is 
light buff in cOlori has a lustrous appearance, is fine, flexible and from six to twe ve feet in length. 
Si sal fi ber is obta ined from the leaves of a plant grown 
in Yucatan, is from two and one-half to five feet in length, 
slightly yellowish white in color, stra i ght, and smooth. It is 
coarser, however, not as flexible and has but about three-quar-
ters the tensile strength of manila fiber. 
Rope Definitions and Terminology 
Fiber--Threadlike material obta ined direct from the plant.(D Fig. 
1.) 
Yarn--Fibers twisted together. (C Fig . 1) 
Thread--Two or more small yarns twisted together. 
Strand--Two or more large yarns twisted together. (B Fig . 1) 
Rope--Two or more strands twisted together. (A Fi g. 1) 
Hawser--A rope of three strands, l a id up right-handed. 
Cable -- Three hawsers twi s t ed together l eft-handed. 
Standing Part--Part of the rope upon which the main load will be 
placed. 
The Bight--Wher e the end i s turned back on the standing part. 
*Prepared by Mack M. Jones, Profess or of Agri cultural Engineerin~ 
and Marion W. Clark, Extension Specialist in Agricultural Engi-
neering, in collaboration with T. T. Martin and E. T. Itschner, 
State Club Agents. 
645204. 
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The Loop--Thi s i s made by cr os s i ng one s i de of the bi ght over the 
other . 
Round Turn--This is where t he end of the l oop i s ca rri ed a r ound 
until it is paralle l with the stand ing end or the stand ing 
part of the rope-- see Fig . 3 . 
Spl ice-- To j oi n th e ends of a rope together i nte rweaving or inter-
l ay ing the strands . 
End Spl i ce--To weave the end of a rope back into the s t anding 
part . 
Haul--To pull on a rope . 
Taut--Drawn ti ght . 
Method of Manuf acturing Rope 
Rope i s manufac tured by speC i al machinery. A number of 
fibers D F' i g . 1, a r e tw i sted together i n a ri ght- hand direc-
tion to form yarns C. (The direction of twist is sai d to be 
ri ght handed when the tw i st is in the same direction as th e hands 
of a clock move when the end i s po inted towa r d t he clock . If t he 
twist 'i s counter- clockwise , it i s sai d to be left handed .) Yarns 
are twisted togetller i n a l eft-hand directi on to f orm the strand 
B. Thre e or four s trands a r e then twisted toge ther in a ri ght 
hand direction to form a rope A. 
Th e alternate ri ght and left twi s ting of the fiber s , yarns, 
and str ands , produce a bal ance whi ch tends to keep the rope in 
proper form and also holds the fibers together by friction when a 
load i s appl i ed to the rope . 
Strength of Rope 
Any person using r ope should have a general idea as to its 
t ens il e str engt h , if that per son is to us e rope safely and ec onom-
ically . The strength of new manil a rope may be calculated rough-
l y by multiplying 7200 by the s quare of the di ameter 0 f the rope. 
The tensile strength is di vi ded by six or seven (the safety fac-
tor) to obta i n the safe load . A safety f ac tor of seven i s usually 
r ecommended although it vari es f or different conditions. Example : 
Find tensile strength and safe l oad for 1/2 inch manila rope . 
1/2 x 1/2 
1/4 x 7200 
1800 = 257 
-7-
1/4 
= 1800 tensile strength 
pounds safe load 
Figures arr i ved at by this rul e are only app roximate and will 
vary somewhat from those given in Tabl e I. 
The use of ' rope in pulleys that are too small will greatly 
increase the wear on the rope. Sharp turns set up internal 
stra in and wear. The diameter of t he pulleys should be a t least 
e i ght times the di ameter of the r ope . For a guide on strength of 
rope and di ameter of pulleys , Table I is included. It must be 
remember ed that this tabl e is calcula t ed for steady loads on the 
r ope and it will take only approx imatel y one-half the load to 
break the gi ven rope if it is appli ed suddenly in th e form of 
a j erk. 
Tabl e I. 
Di ameter 
inches 
3/16 
1/4 
5/16 
3/ 8 
7/16 
1/2 
5/8 
3/4 
7/8 
1 
1 1/8 
1 1/4 
1 3/ 8 
1 1/2 
1 3/4 
2 
2 1/2 
3 
Saf e Load, Breaking Load, and Di ameter of Pulley for Various 
Si zes of Thr ee- Strand Manila Rope . 1 
Weight of Length of Safe Breaking 100 feet r ope per 
of r ope pound l oad load 
pound fee t i nches pounds pounds 
2 50 0 35 230 
3 33 4 55 400 
4 25 0 90 630 
5 20 0 130 900 
6 16 8 175 1 240 
7 2/3 13 0 230 1 620 
13 1/3 7 6 410 2 880 
16 1/3 6 1 520 3640 
23 2/3 4 3 775 5 440 
28 1/3 3 6 925 6 480 
38 2 7 1 260 8820 
45 2 2 1 445 10 120 
58 1 8 1 855 13 000 
65 1 6 2 085 14 600 
97 1 0 3 070 21 500 
113 0 10 3 600 25 200 
184 0 6 i./2 5630 39 400 
262 0 4 1/2" 8 100 56 700 
l e . W. Hunt and Spencer Miller . 
Diameter 
of pulley 
i nches 
1 1/2 
2 
2 1/ 2 
3 
3 1/2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
20 
24 
c.n 
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The Use of Pulleys 
Some knowledge of blocks and tackles will be needed by the 
farm lad on various occasions. A block consists of a frame of 
wood or steel in which are fitted one or more pulleys or sheaves 
which roll under the rope. The tackle is the combination of 
ropes and blocks for the purpose of multiplying the force exerte~ 
The mechanical advantage of a block and tackle is found by count-
ing the number of strands of rope which support the movable 
block. Neglecting friction, if a 50-pound down pull is exerted 
on the end of the rope shown in Fig. 2, a 300 pound upward pull 
would be exerted on the hook at B. You will notice six strands 
of rope support any load placed on the hook. Neglecting the fric-
tion, each strand will exert the same pull as is applied on the 
end of the rope, and consequently will lift on the load with six 
times the force exerted at the end of the rope. 
The amount of -friction in a block and tackle will vary 
considerably, depending mainly upon the number of pulleys, the 
type of bearings in the pulleys and the lubrication of the bear-
ings. For blocks and tackles used under average farm conditions, 
the friction loss may be considered as about 10 percent for each 
pulley in the tackle. 
Fig. 1 
Parts of Rope 
o 
A, Whole Ropel B, Strand I C, Yarn I D, Fibers 
Care of Rope 
The first thing that is likely to annoy the owner of a new 
rope is its tendency to kink. One of the most practical and ef-
fective methods of overcoming this tendency in a long rope is to 
unroll it and drag it by one end. The rope may be dragged by 
hand, behind a horse or even a car if on a surface, such as sod 
which will not wear the rope unnecessarily. If the rope is short, 
one end may be tied to a beam and a wei ght tied to the free end. 
The methods of coiling and uncoiling a rope are important 
in preventing kinking. When coiling a rope for storage it should 
be done up in a free, easy coil without abrupt turns or bends. 
One convenient method is to hold the end of the rope between the 
Fig. 2 
k and Tackle Bloc 
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left thumb and finger (palm of hand toward your face) with the 
end of the rope pointed to the right across in front of the face. 
Take the rope outward and down, then back under the elbow of the 
left arm whi ch is flexed , and up in front of the body and then 
over the thumb to the outside and down as before until all the 
rope is coiled. This coils a ri ght or clockwise twisted rope in 
a counter clockwise or against the sun direction. (The working 
end of rope pO inted toward sun or clock face). When casting a 
large loop for lariat purposes the rope is coiled in this manner 
and held in the left hand while the lariat loop is cast with the 
right hand. 
Rope is exceedingly easy to mistreat. It is easy to cut 
and it wears rapidly when pulled over rough or sharp edges . It 
takes water readily and decays eas ily. A rope may eas ily be five 
to eight times as strong when it is new 'as after a short period 
of careless use even though no great amount of damage is apparent. 
This is one of the reasons for the large safety factor used. 
There are three general ways in which ropes are weakened--
by internal wear, external wear, and rotting. 
Internal wear is detected by the presence of rope dust , 
fiber ends exposed , and distinct edges on the inside of the 
strands. This is chiefly caused by the fibers slipping over each 
other where the rope is bent over small pulleys, etc . For proper 
pulley diameters see Table I. . 
External wear is caused by draw1ng the rope over rough sur-
faces or rough project1ons whi ch catch and tear the 1nd1vidual 
fibers. This can be eas1 ly detected by broken fibers and thread-
bare appearance . 
Rotting of the f1bers 1s caused by exposure to dampness , 
be1ng left wet under poor cond1tions for drying, etc . 
Relaying Strands 
If the end of a rope becomes untwisted and the strands 
stay in good condition they may be relayed in such a manner that 
the relayed portion can scarcely be identified . A very good 
method is shown 1n Fi g. 4. 
Grasp the rope immediately below the untwisted portion 
with the left 'hand. Grasp one strand with the right hand and 
twist 1t tightly to the ri ght (see arrow , Fi g. 4) and snuglya-
cross the face of the rope. Hold it in place with the left thumt. 
Continue with the other two strands in turn and repeat until the 
process i s completed . 
Better results are usually obtained when the rope is not 
rotated in the left hand, but when this hand i s simply moved 
straight up the rope. If strands are badly frayed out, the prac-
tical solution , if poss ible to spare the rope , i s to cut off the 
end . 
Whipping Ends of Rope 
Whipping is a neat and effective method of pr eventing the 
end of a rope from untwisting . This method is part icularly valu-
able ~hen the end of a rope must be passed through a small open-
ing . One of the best methods of doing this is illustrated in 
a 
bight loop round ~urn 
Fig. 3 
Elements of a Knot 
Fig. 4 
Rel aying Strands 
Fig. 5 
c d 
Whipping the End of a Rope to Prevent Fraying 
9 
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Fig. 5. 
1. Secure a stout cord 2%' to 3' long and unlay one strand of 
the rope. Place the whipping cord under the strand as far 
down as it is unlaid, leaving the short end of the cord 8 to 
10 inches long, then relay the strand into its place as dis-
cussed in relaying strands. Page 6. 
2. Let the short end hang down the standing part of the rope 
while the long end is given one complete turn around the rope. 
Pull the short end toward the end of the rope and turn it 
back on itself allowing it to form a bight. The sides of a 
bight thus formed may be laid along a groove in the rope. 
Continue to wind the long end of the cord around the rope, 
starting just above the first complete right hand turn and 
continue to wrap toward the end of the rope with no vacant 
places left or no turn on top of another until you have come 
within a quarter of an inch of the end of the rope. Next 
pass the end of the cord through the bight and pullan the 
other end until the bight is drawn under the whipping to 
about the center, then cut off both ends at the edge of the 
whipping. 
KNOTS 
All knots and hitches reduce the tensile strength of arope 
somewhat and those which bend the rope most abruptly reduce the 
tensile strength most. This is because the greatest strain oc-
curs on the fibers on the outside of the turn and when they break 
the load must be carried by the remaining fibers. Illustrations, 
descriptions and uses for Svii1~ of the most important knots that 
will come into use on the farm are given below. It may be advis-
able for each club member to pick out a few favorite knots that 
he believes will be particularly valuable to him and concentrate 
on these. Sufficient knots are included to allow for individual 
choice and variation. 
Overhand Knot 
The overhand knot is often considered the simplest of all 
knots, yet it is a very useful knot. It is used in many other 
knots and also in long splices. It is used commonly to form a 
knot on the end of a rope and to prevent the rope from untwisting. 
See Fig. 6. 
Fisherman's Knot 
The Fisherman's knot is also very simple and is used main-
ly for joining silk lines or guts on fish tackles. In making 
this knot the ends should be laid side by side and then each end 
tied around the other using an overhand knot. See Fig. 7. 
The Square Knot 
The square knot is probably the most frequently used knot 
with the possible exception of the overhand knot. It is used to join the ends of two ropes or twine together and is very secure 
when topes of about the same size are tied together. The knot is 
fairly easy to untie and does not slip once it is properly tied 
and drawn up. 
The ends of the rope are placed al~~ng side each other and 
Fig . 6 
Overhand Knot 
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Fisherman's Knot 
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c 
Fig. 8 
Squar e Knot 
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b 
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one end held whi le th e other end is t aken ac ross and under the 
f irst . Curve t he first end back and t hen continue with the sec-
ond end over the bi ght t hus formed and back through , each end ly-
ing along s i de it s s tanding part . Fi g . 8 . The club member may 
develop his own method of tying after he has learned to recognize 
the true square knot . This knot is often mistaken for th e gr anny 
knot which may slip , come untied and be altoget he r undependable . 
The Slip Knot 
This knot i s s ometimes called the running knot . To tie 
thi s knot a bi ght may be made and an overhand knot t i ed in one 
side of the bi ght around th e other side much the same as in the 
f i sherman ' s knot . This knot will draw ti ght , but i s very conven-
i ent for some uses because it is s impl e and eas ily made . Fi g . 9 . 
The Tom Fool ' s Knot or Double Bow Knot 
Thi s knot i s sometimes called a t ri ck knot although i t is 
a very useful knot . It is often used for ringing hogs . One loop 
is slipped over the hog ' s upper j aw and the standing end of that 
loop i s f as t ened to a post . The knot i s unti ed and the ho g re-
l eased by pulling the opposite end of the rope . This knot may be 
t i ed by tying a sl i p knot, leaving the end of th e rope long, then 
by putt i ng the end back through and drawing up the knot . Fi g .10 . 
The Hitching or Manger Knot 
Pass the rope around a po~t thus forming a bi ght and gr asp 
both sides of the bi ght with the l eft hand, Fi g . lla. With the 
ri ght hand throw the end of the rope over the bi ght and reach 
through this loop thus formed and pull the end of the rope back 
through towards you. Before the end of the rope i s pulled out of 
this loop, draw the knot up snugly. Put the end of the rope back 
through the lower loop as shown in Fig . llc . If this t i e i s used 
on a post tha t is smooth and ther e is danger of i t slipping to 
the ground , i t should be left so that the pull would be made to 
one side . This will ti ghten the rope and hold i t securely . Fi g. 
lle . If i t i s left as in Fi g . lld the pull will not ti ghten the 
knot and i t may slip down . Instead of passing the short end down 
through the third bi ght, it may be carried around and an overhand 
knot tied in i tself around one s i de of the last bi ght. 
The Bowl ine Knot 
The bowline knot is often called the king of knots. It is 
one of the most useful knots and is not hard to t i e after it is 
once l earned . It will not sl i p and wi ll not draw t i ght. To ti e 
t hi s knot , make a loop (Fi g . 12a) then bring the end up through 
t he loop , around the stand i ng part , then back thr ough the loop 
aga in as shown in Fi g . 12b. 
Anchor Bend Knot 
The anchor bend knot is very good for fasten ing a rope i n-
to an iron ring or over a beam . The rope is doubled whi ch pr e-
vents excess i ve wear on the part whi ch comes in contact with the 
ring or the beam. Wh i p the end of the r ope Fig . 13d. to the 
standing end . This ti e is parti cularly good for swing r opes . 
The Miller ' s Knot 
The mill er's knot is an easy knot to tie and does not gi ve 
Fig. 9 
Slip Knot 
Fig. 10 
a 
b 
Fig. 11 
Hitching or Manger Knot 
Tom Fool's or Double Bow Knot 
a b c 
Fig. 12 
Bowline Knot 
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Fig. 13 
Anchor Bend 
Fig. 14 
Miller 's Knot 
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Weaver's Knot 
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Fig. 16 
Figure "gil Knot 
b c 
Fig. 17 
Bowline on the Bight 
t 
d 
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or allow the sack to come untied . It does not fo rm a hard knot. 
It i s indeed unfortunate that so small percent of farm .folks 
r eally make use of this knot . This is probably due mainly to the 
l ack of a working knowledge of the knot. In mills and elevators 
(granaries and different stores ) this knot is used almost exclu-
sively . To tie the knot , grasp the top of the sack with the 
ri ght hand and lay a short piece of cord 16 to 18 inches long a-
cross th e sack, work it under all fingers except the index finger. 
F1 g . 14a. Take the left hand and carry thp. end around and under 
all fingers of the hand . Make one more complete circle t his 
time, stopping opposite the index finger; pull the end of the 
cord, Fig .14c , through the place occupied by the index finger and 
draw both ends taut as shown in Fig . 14d . 
Weaver ' s Knot or Sheet Bend 
This knot may be used for joining two r opes together, is 
easily tied, does not draw. ti ght and is easily untied . To tie it , 
make a bi ght in one rope and pass the ~nd of the other rope 
through this bi ght around both s i des of th e bight and back through 
beneath. its standing part . A short, stiff wooden stick or toggle 
may be placed into the knot as shown in Fi g. 15 , to allow it to 
be more easily tied aft er an extreme pull . 
The Fi gure "8" Knot 
Thi s knot is often m;ed to prevent the end of the rope 
f r om pul ling through holes , or t hrough eyes or pulleys . To t i e 
th i s knot a l oop i s formed near the end of the rope , the end is 
t hen put ar ound the standing part and back thr ough the f i rst loop. 
The knot i s completed by drawing it t i ght . Fig . 16 . 
Bowl ine on the Bi ght 
Thi s knot i s made in the mi ddle of a long rope or i n the 
end of a rope t hat has been doubled . (While this knot i s not 
used as frequently as some other s , i t i s importan t as it i s used 
f or cas ting horses and cattl e . ) It i s a safe knot , can be t i ed 
eas i ly and does not dr aw tight . To t i e i t put a loop i n the 
doubled rope i n the same manner as ty i ng the s i ngle bowl i ne . Run 
the bi ght up through the loop the same as for the bowline but 
bring the bi ght down and s li p over the loop and back up around 
the standi ng parts . Fi g. 17d . The knot can be adjusted by feed-
ing the standi ng parts of the rope t hr ough i n ei ther direct i on 
and worki ng the l oop up or down accor di ngly . 
Sheep Shank 
The sheep shank is a very desirable means for shorteni ng a 
rope ei the r pennanently or temporarily . To t i e thi s knot gr asp 
the rope making a double bi ght as in Fi g. 18a . The l engt h of 
t hese bi ghts may be increased or decreased as the occas i on de-
mands to shorten the rope . Next put the stand i ng par ts ar ound 
both bi ghts as shown i n Fi g. 18c and d . When t he end of the 
r ope i s access i ble , the standing part may be r un back through the 
end of the bight as i n Fi g . 18e (right ) t o make a permanent 
knot ; or i f the end of the rope i s not availabl e a sh or t , stout 
st i ck may be pl~ced in t he bi ght as in Fi g . 18e (l ef t ). St ill 
another method i s to whip t h e bi ght to the standi ng end wi t h cor d. 
Too much dependence shoul d not be placed on t he temporary form of 
the sheep shank . 
a 
a 
c 
b 
Fig. 18 
Sheep Shank 
17 
~ 
c 
Fig. 19 d 
Lariat Knot 
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Lariat Knot 
This knot i s used to make a temporary lari at . A better 
l ariat can be made with an eye splice ar ound a metal eye i f it i s 
available . On mos t f arms , however , a lari at i s not used suff i-
ciently to just ify this and the l ar i at knot i s gi ven to take its 
place . Ti e two overhand knots, (Fi g . 19) one at the end of the 
rope and dr awn ti ghtly, and the other a short distance from t he 
end and not drawn up. The end of th e rope i s passed ar ound the 
standing part of th e rope and through the loop . The knot may be 
drawn up on th e l ari a t if very temporary use i s expec ted; if mor e 
wear is expected , the knot should be doubl ed or the end passed 
through the ove r hand knot l oop twice before i t i s drawn up . This 
a ffords two wearing surfaces in the eye instead of one whi ch i s 
commonly used . 
HITCHES 
Hitches are in th e main temporary knots us ed to fast en 
ropes, or cable ar ound timber, pipe or other objects wher e more 
or less a cont inuous pull i s exerted . One of their advantages 
over knots in these conditions is a great saving of t i me . The 
diver s ity of the farm boy ' s work makes it desirable that he know 
a number of these hitches . 
Half Hitch 
The half-hitch is a very temporary fastening unless used 
with other more s ecure knots . It is a very useful fastening, 
however, and where the pull is kept cons t ant it may sometimes be 
used alone i n moving logs , poles, etc . Figure 20a shows the half~ 
hitch as it appear s ready to s lip over th e end of an ob j ect , such 
as a post . Figure 20b shows the half-hitch as it is used around 
logs or timbers, the lower end of the rope being fastened with 
another knot . 
Timber Hitch 
This hitch is made similar to the half hitch , but is made 
by winding the short end back around itself once or t wice instead 
of just being placed under itsel f . Timber hitch is shown in Fi g-
ure 21. It i s a very useful hitch in handling logs , lumber and 
ties . The timber hi tch and half hitch combined, as shown in Fi g-
ure 22 is much safer than e i ther of these knots used alone . The 
half- hitch may be made first, then the t i mber hitch; or at the 
end of a log the timber hi tch may be made and the half hitch 
thrown as shown in Figure 238 . 
The Clove Hitch 
The cl ove hitch is considered very useful in fastening a 
rope to a stake or post . One of the principal uses i s to f asten 
t ent ropes . If used on a pipe or pole it should be one that will 
not rOll , else the hitch may fail under extreme t ension . To tie 
this hitch around a post when a pull is being exerted , gi ve the 
end of the rope one turn around the post and then cross the stand-
ing part as in Figure 238, , and pass the end of the rope agai n 
around the pole and under itself where i t crossed the standing 
part ' of the rope . The clove hitch can also be ti ed in the mi ddle 
of a r ope and thrown over the end of a post . Study the illustra-
tions (Fi g . 23 upper) and you will note that it only involves get-
\ 
\, 
Fig. 21 
Timber Hitch 
Fig. 20 
Half-hitch 
Fig. 22 
Timber Hitch and 
Half-hitch Combined 
b 
b, 
Fig. 23 
Clove Hitch 
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Blackwall Hitch 
Fig. 25 
Scaffold Hitch 
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Fig. 26 
The Pipe Hitch 
Fig. 27 
Taut Line Hitch 
Fig. 28 
Snubbing Hitch 
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ting suffi ci ent s l ack t o make two loops. 
The Blackwall Hitch 
This hitch is a temporary fastening used to fasten a rope 
over the end of a steel hook. Fi gure 24a shows the single hitch 
and Figure 22b the double hitch. Either of these hitches is ef-
fe ctive as a t empor ary measure and will hold securely as long as 
the short end is bound between the hook and the standing end of 
the rope. This is best accomplished by keeping the rope taut. 
The Scaffold Hitch 
This hitch is used to support hanging or suspended scaf-
folds. First, pass the rope under th e plank and back up and 
around the standing part. Then put the short end of the rope 
back underneath th e plank and up far enough on the other s1de to 
make a bight. Pass the end over the plank and through the bight 
as the arrow indicates in Figure 25b. The end is then carried up 
to the standing part of the rope and ti ed with a bowl1ne knot. 
The board is then leveled and the hitch drawn tight. 
The Pipe Hitch 
This is an important hitch to use in lifting a pipe from a 
well. To make it, make one complete turn around the pipe with 
the end of the rope crossing the standing part at the completion 
of the turn. (Fig. 26) Make a second complete turn just under 
this turn and complete the turn by again gOing over the standing 
part. A third complete turn is made this time with the end of 
the rope passing below the standing part and up through between 
the last two turns. To further insure the knot a clove hitch 
should be tied below. The rope should be wet and drawn as ti ght-
ly as possible and the pull kept parallel with the pipe. Made in 
this manner this hitch can be relied upon to lift wet, slippery 
pipes. 
The Taut Line Hitch 
The taut line hitch may be used as an emergency hitch. It 
can be used when a rope or cable has a broken strand and tension 
cannot be released to repair. 
To make this hitch make two full turns with the relief 
rope about the taut rope, wrapping downwhrd toward the break as 
shown in Fig. 27. Next pass the end of the rope up over the two 
turns and make a third turn as shown in Fig. 27. This hitch will 
not hold unless it is very firmly t1ed and then tightened while 
the new rope is having the load shifted to it. 
Snubbing Hitch 
The snubbing hitch is usually needed in connection with 
the use of a lariat knot. This hitch is used in snubbing animals 
to assist in holding them or to draw a lassoed animal up close to 
a hitching post. 
A hitch is made by throwing the end of the rope around a 
post passing the free end over the standing part then under and 
back through the loop formed, holding the free end as shown in 
Figure 28a. The animal can be easily held in this manner and any 
slack can be taken up or the animal given more rope. The com-
Fig. 29 
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pleted hitch can be made as shown in FIgure 28c. ThIs knot can 
be moved toward the anImal, takIng up slack, but wIll not slIp 
back toward the post by the pull of the anImal. LIke most all 
other hItches thIs should not be used as a permanent tIe. 
ROPE SPLICING. 
The types of rope splices In c,oJ1llllon use are: (1) the short 
splIce, wIth two other forms of the same type, the eye splIce and 
end splIce; and (2) the long splIce. The long splIce Is made In 
a dIfferent manner and Is partIcularly desIgned to put two ropes 
together permanently and in such a way that the splIce may be run 
through pulleys or small openIngs where the short splIce would be 
objectIonable because of the added bulk. The long splice short-
ens the rope more and If there is only a lIttle rope to spare, 
the short splIce may sometimes be used instead of the long splice. 
There is little dIfference in the strength of the two splIces 
when both are properly made. 
Short Splice 
1. To make the short splice, first unlay the two ropes 
for 6 to 8 turns, (FIg. 29a), beIng sure that the strands all 
branch out directly from the rope and no strands are crossed in 
front of the rope. 
2. Next put these two ends together as In FIgure 29b, in 
such a way that the strands from one rope alternate with the 
strands from the other rope. In other words, each two strands In 
one rope are separated by a single strand from the other group. 
3. After these ropes are worked firmly together In this 
manner, wrap a string or cord tIghtly around all sIx strands, FIg-
ure 29c, to hold the ropes together temporarIly. 
4. Next pIck one strand, say 1, FIgure 29d, and put it 
over the strand next to It (No.4, FIg. 29d) and under the sec-
ond strand, as shown. Each strand In turn should be taken over 
one strand in rope Y then under the next. The strands of X work 
around the rope keepIng almost at right angles to the strands of 
Y, whIch means the strands 1, 2, 3 move dIagonally around the 
rope Y. After these strands are woven under the strands In rope 
Y at least 3 times the whIpping cord may be removed. Ends 4, 5 
and 6 are to be treated lIkewIse. The ends may be thInned or ta-
pered out in order to allow the splIce to taper back gradually to 
the normal sIze rope. To gIve a smooth fInIshed splIce, it may 
be rolled under a block or under the foot. 
Long Splice 
When the spliced rope Is to be passed through a pulley as 
prevIously mentIoned, the long splIce is the desirable splice. 
Its size Is not materially Increased. Its strength, if properly 
splIced, is decreased very lIttle, If at all, but the rope is 
shortened 5 to 6 feet dependIng some on the size and type of rope. 
Directions are given here for splicIng three-strand ropes. Four-
strand ropes may be spliced In a sImilar manner, however. 
1. Unlay each rope 15 to 20 turns and put the ends to-
gether In the same manner as given under short splIces. (T,hese 
strands need not be bound as in the short splice.) Continue to 
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~nlay one strand and follow it by neatly relaying in its place 
the strand from the other end of the rope which laid along side 
it when the two ends were pushed together. Continue this until 
all but about 6" of the relayed strand i s used . Fig. 30. 'fie an 
over-hand knot in these two strands , being careful to cross the 
strands so the knot wil l 11 e smoo thly. If the strands are crossed 
in the wrong way in making the overhand knot, a large bulky knot 
will result. One strand i s then unlaid from the center back on 
the other rope and followed by relaying the strand next to it 
neatly in its pl ace . These t wo strands are tied with an overhand 
knot. Two strands along s ide a nd parallel to each other are left 
in the center. Fi g. 30d . The strands are cut off to about 6" 
long and an overhand knot tied in e ach pair and the knot worked 
down neatly into the rope. (Fi g. 30e.) The ends of the strands 
are then woven over the first strand and under the next, as in 
the short splice . This is repe ated twice more making at least 
three tucks for t he ends of al l strands. A finished splice is il-
lustrated in Figure 3Ob. The smoothness Of the splice can be ma-
terially improved by tapering the strands (as shONn in short 
splice) and by rolling the rope for the ~ength of the splice. 
Replacing a Broken Strand 
Oftentimes a rope that would be good otherwise has in it 
one seriously damaged strand. To repair this unlay the damaged 
or broken strand, secure a good strand from a similar rope, pref-
erably one that has been used suffi ciently for it to be stretched, 
and relay' this strand into the place occupied by the broken 
strand. This should be done the same as directed for the long 
splice except here only one strand is dealt with. At each end 
of the strand tie an overhand knot and weave the end as directed 
for long splices. 
Wall Knot and Matthew Walker Knot 
These knots are particularly useful in preventing the end 
of a rope from untwisting and in preventing the end from being 
pulled through a small hole. They also form a neat hand hold on 
the end of a lead. 
1. To make a wall knot, unlay the rope as in a short 
splice then loop one strand over between the other two strands, 
Figure 31. Cross B over A and behind C, then brIng sttand Cover 
B and back under strand B and A, then up through loop 1 as shown 
by the arrow in Figure 31. If the ends of the strands are drawn 
up firmly and evenly at this stage a wall knot is the result, 
Figure 31. 
2. To make the Matthew Walker Knot, the strands are left 
loose, Figure 31. The end of Strand B is then carr1ed on around 
and put under C and A and up through loop 1. Next, the end of 
strand C is taken over strand A and then under both A and B then 
up through loop 2. The next move is to put strand A under Band 
up through loop 3. 
3. Work the strands up snugly by drawing first one then 
the other. The knot may then be wet and drawn tight. The ends 
are cut off about 1/2 inch from the knot. 
c:.rown Knot 
Completing the crown knot is the first step in making an 
end splice. 
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1. To make the crown knot unlay the strands as in the 
short splice and make a bight in strand 1, placing it between 
strands 2 and 3, (Fig. 32). 
2. Bring strand 2 across over 1 and between strand 3 and 
the bight. 
3. Run the end of strand 3 over strand 2 and through the 
bight as shown in Figure 32; draw this up by pulling on the ends 
of the strands alternately. 
Crown Splice 
To make the crown splice first make the crown knot as 
shown in Figure 32. 
1. Next raise the strand diagonally across from where 
strand 1 comes out. Figure 33. This may be more easily done 
with the aid of a sharpened stick if working with a stiff rope. 
2. Place 1 through, following the spike. (Note that this 
is over one strand and under the next.) 
3. In like manner pass the second strand over one strand 
of the standing part, and under the next. 
4. Then pass the third strand over one strand and under 
the next in the standing part. There may be a little difficulty 
in placing this third strand properly. It should Come out at the 
same place that the first strand went in, and when done properly 
the three strands will come out of the standing part equi-distant 
from each other and no two at the same place. 
5. The weaving of the strands is then continued as in the 
short splice. The finished crown splice is shown in Figure 33c. 
Eye Splice 
An eye spliced into the end of a rope will be handy for a 
number of uses which include placing the loop over a hook or 
through a halter ring, or splicing a metal eye 1n a loop for use 
as a lariat. To make the eye splice, unlay the strands for about 
four or five turns. Then put strand 1 under a strand in the 
standing part of the rope as shown 1n Figure 34a. Place strand 2 
over the strand under which strand 1 was placed, and under the 
next strand of the standing part. In a similar manner place 
strand 3 over the strand under which strand 2 was placed, and 
under the next. All three strands are now woven under once, and 
if done properly no two strands will come out together between 
the same strands of the standing part. Continue weaving the 
strands as in the short splice and the crown splice. 
When it is desirable to splice one rope into the middle of 
another, the splice is made in the same manner as given for the 
eye splice. 
HALTERS. 
Every farm lad should know how to make and correctly use 
at least one permanent type of rope halter and one emergency type 
Fig. 36 
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halter. The purpose for which a halter is used determines l ar ge-
ly the type of halter des ired . In general rope halters are much 
stronger than leather halters largely due to failure of the 
l eather at the buckle tongue . Consequently, rope halters are of-
t en used for handling wilder animals . However, good rope halters 
are also used with good results on well broken horses and cattle, 
but are not ordinarily r ecommended for well broken horses. A well 
made rope halter has a neat appearance. 
Non-Adjustable Rope Halter 
This halter is used for cattle without horns , and for 
horses, although if put on young animals it may be safer to use 
it only temporarily because of the danger of the nose piece work-
ing loose and allowing the halter to drop down over the neck. In 
some cases this would allow the animal to choke itself should it 
become fri ghtened. 
Table II . Sugges t ed Si zes and Lengths for Rope Halters-
Len!;th of parts (Fi g . 149 ) 
Animal Di ameter Tot a l of rope l ength 
A to B B to C C to D D to E 
Inches fe e t Inches Inches Inches Inches 
Large horse . ... ........ ... .. 5/ 8 15 7 44 10 18 
Medium horse ............... . 1/2 14 6 40 8 16 
Small horse ... ......... .... . 1/2 14 6 36 8 14 
Large cattle •............... 1/2 12 6 34 7 14 
Medium cattle •.. .••.••.... •• 3/8 12 5 32 6 12 
-Taken from Illinois Ext. Clr. 301 
Table on Correct Size and Length for Rope Halters 
To secure the proper fit for a halter refer to Table II, or 
measure the animal that is to wear the halter. A much better fit 
can usually be secured by measuring the animal. 
1. To make this halter, secure the proper measurements 
and outline the rope as in Figure 35. 
2. Raise two strands at C and pass the long end of the 
rope through (Fig. 35) leaving a loop 1 and 1/2 to 2 inches long. 
3. 
through. 
Next raise two strands in B at D 
Draw up close. 
(Fig. 35) and pass A 
4. Unlay the end about 5 turns and splice into the long 
rope in the same manner as the eye splice, page 14. 
5. Turn the rope so that the smoother part of the loop 
splice will be against the animal 's jaw and run the long end 
through the eye to form the completed halter, Figure 35j. 
Adjustable Halters 
The adjustable halter is particularly good for use on cat-
tle with horns and where used on several different animals of 
varying sizes. 
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This halter is started in the same manner as the non-ad-justable halter, Figure 35, except A in Figure 35f is slightly 
longer. This is to allow for the eye splice forming the loop 2 
in Figure 36. Follow directions for the non-adjustable halter to 
this pOint, then make the eye splice as directed on page 14. The 
halter is completed by putting the long end of the rope through 
loops 1 and 2, Figure 36b. 
Rope Halter With Guard Loop 
This halter is made to prevent the animal from working the 
halter off his nose and to prevent the nose and head piece from 
drawing up tight on the animal. It is recommended for use as a 
permanent halter on horses. 
1. See Table II for proper dimensions of halter or meas-
ure the animals head. 
2. Make the halter the same as directed under non-adjust-
able halters to the point where 1 is unla id for splicing, in 
which case about 13 to 14 inches of the end is unlaid, Figure 37a. 
3. Next make the splice as directed under the "eye 
splice". Weave the strands of 1 into the rope at 3, Figure 37, 
leaving the loop made by rope 2 the proper size for the particu-
lar horse. Weave the strands 3 times at splice 4. 
4. Relay strands in the rope 1 as directed under "relay-
ing strands" 6 inches to the point 5, Figure 37. 
5. Slip the long end through the loop and splice 1 into 
the long end again. The completed halter is shown in Figure 37d. 
Emergency Halters 
Emergency halters are used just as the name implies (when 
a halter is needed and no halter is available) and are easily 
and quickly made. One such halter is shown in Figure 38. An 
overhand knot is tied in the doubled rope at 1 (Fig. 38a) and a 
bowline knot is tied at 2. 
Another emergency halter is shown in Figure 39. A bowline 
is tied in the end of the rope at 1 and a bight made in the 
standing part of the rope at 2. This bight is passed through the 
loop at 1 and slipped over the animal's nose. 
To free the animal, slip the rope from its nose. This 
halter may be found very useful in dehorning cattle. 
Halter Especially Recommended for Club Calves 
A halter desi gned for club calves is shown in Figure 40. 
The head piece is non-adjustable and adjustments in other parts 
fit snugly so that an animal finds it very difficult or impossi-
ble to work the nose piece off and cause the halter to hang 
around the neck. The snug fit also prevents the likelihood of 
the calf rubbing it off over the head. If this habit is develop-
ed in a calf, a small rope throat latch may be woven inside the 
head piece and a small ring and snap used to fasten the latch. 
1. Use about 12 feet to 14 feet of 3-strand, 1/2-inch 
manila rope. Raise 2 strands about 33 inches from one end and 
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puSh the other end t h rough, (Fi g . 4Oa). Pull 1 through until a 
loop about 3/4-inch to l-inch in diameter is left. 
2. Raise two strands in 1 next to wh er e it passed through 
2 (Fi g . 4Oa) and pass 2 through. Draw up firmly. 
3. Unlay the end of 1 for about 8 inches . Then keeping 
the loop to the r i ght (Fi g . 4Oc) place the center str and 3 back 
of rope 1 and place str ands 4 and 5 in front. 
4. Pu t the end of strand 4 back under rope 1 and up 
through between strand 4 and strand 5 (Fi g . 4Od). Do similarly 
with strand 5. Next bring strand 3 forward under rope 1, upmd 
back under strand 5 (Fi g . 4Od). Draw the strandsup tight, twist-
ing them as they are drawn. 
5. The ends of the strands are woven back into rope 1 
using the same method as in making an eye splice or ~ short 
splice. Care must be exercised to get the strands drawn to the 
same degree of tightness around rope 1 and get them woven evenly 
into the standing part as directed under the eye splice. The 
completed halter looks as shown in Figure 4Oe. 
LEADING OR TYING TACKLES 
A simple and effective method of handling a horse that has 
the habit of pulling back or breaking halters, is to use the 
leading or tying tackle shown in Fi gure 41 . Thi s tackle is also 
valuable in breaking colts to lead. To use this tackle: 
1. Place a strong l eather halter on the animal. 
2. Secure a long rope and tie a loop in the end with a 
bowline knot, or tie an iron ring in the end. The loop around the 
body should be so that it will loosen as soon as the tie rope is 
slacked. 
3. Slip the rope over the horse 's back just behind the 
withers and run the long end through the loop under the horse's 
girth, then up between the horse's front l egs and through the 
chin piece of the halter! Figure 41. This gives needed control 
over the horse's head. f a halter breaker is tied to a low man-
ger his pulling back would tend to pull his head down. This may 
be resisted by the horse to the point of breaking the leather 
halter. In this case a short rope loop, Figure 41, may be put in 
the halter ring, a nd the rope passed through this loop instead of 
the ring, allowing the horse to keep its head in a more normal 
pOSition and lessen the stra in on the halter. Other methods of-
ten used to break horses from pulling back when tied are, (1) 
pass the tie rope through the halter ring as in Figure 41~ but 
instead of passing the rope around the body, loop it around the 
horse's t a il similar to a crupper, and (2) pass the rope through 
the halter ring and then down and tie it around one front pastern. 
This latter method r a ises the horses foot when he pulls back. 
Casting Horses 
The casting arrangement shown in Figure 42 is good to 
throw a horse or colt with safety to both the animal and workman. 
It may also be used to hold the animal's hind feet while trimming 
hoofs without throwing it. 
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To cast a horse with this tackle a r ope 35 to 40 f eet long 
is needed. Doubl e the rope in the center and t i e a bowline on 
the bi ght. Place this loop over the colt ' s neck and ad just to 
the s i ze of the neck t hen pass the two ropes back be t ween the 
colt's front l egs . Place one rope through each ankle ring to 
prevent rope burns and run the rope back on itsel f and make one 
complete turn ar ound that part of the rope leading to the ring . 
Return to the loop ar ound the horse ' s neck and run one rope under 
the l oop and back to the rear . Run the other rope under the neck 
pi ece and forward . The rope i s to be run forward on the same side 
t hat th e colt i s to be thrown on. The colt i s then caused to 
back and the persons pulling on the ropes cause the legs to be 
drawn toward the body . As soon as the colt is down one person 
should twist the an imal' s nose upward as far from the ground as 
possible to prevent the animal from getting up. The ropes may 
also be ti ed to the neck piece to prevent the horse from getting 
completely up. 
Casting Cattle 
Casting club calves may sometimes be necessary for trim-
mi ng and dressing their hoofs . Figure 43 shows a simple and ef-
fective method of throwing the animal. Place one end of a long 
rope ar ound the animal ' s neck and ti e a bowline knot in the rope, 
forming a loop around the animal's neck. Pass the rope back and 
around the body of the cal f just behind the forelegs, making a 
half hitch and l ett ing i t draw up in the front flank. Pass the 
rope on back and put it around the body at the hips. Allow the 
rope at (d) to go behind the hip bone and at (c) to come in front 
of the hip bone . To throw t he calf pull to the rear and toward 
the s ide upon whi ch you wi sh it to be thrown . When the calf is 
down turn its nose around and up to prevent rising. 
MAKING ROPE AT HOME 
The process of making rope is exceedingly interesting. 
Binder twine l eft overs may be made into halters and lead ropes 
with the a i d of th e simple homemade machine illustrated in Figure 
44. Only a small amount of time is r equired to make both the 
machine and the rope . 
The parts r equired for the machine are as follows: 
(a) 
( b ) 
( c) 
(d) 
Handle, either hard or soft WOOd, 3/4" x 3" x 12" 
Main frame, e ither hard or soft WOOd, 
3/4" x 4" x 24" 
Crotched stick (sling shot fork will answer pur-
pose) 
Three hooks, each made from 6-inch pieces of No. 8 
or No. 9 wire . Holes in handle bar and ma in frame 
should be 3 inches apart . 
Standard binder twine is used to make the rope . Two per-
sons will be r equired to oper ate the mach ine . Three may some-
times be used to an advantage . The person holding the crotched 
stick should pace off the required l ength for the finished rope 
and t ake his stand . If the rope i s to be made small and with 
only one machine operation , the crotched stick should be held ap-
proximately 1.2 times as far from the main frame as the desired 
l ength of th e finished rope. If three of these small ropes ar e 
to be made into one l ar ger rope the crotched st i ck should be held 
approximately 1.8 times as far from the main frame when making 
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the small ropes as the desired length of the finished l ar ger rope. (This varies '3omewhat, depending on how tight the rope is tw i st-
ed. ) 
The second person places the twine in the left nand hook 
(x), Figure 47 (left hand to the person holding the crotched 
stick) then carries the twine to the crotched stick, places it 
under the left shoulder on through behind t he crotched stick and 
back through the crotch , then back to and over the center hook (y), continuing back through the crotch a nd down under the ri ght 
shoulder, returning to the outside hook (z) over same and back to 
the crotched stick going around the crotched stick just below the 
shoulders and r eturn to the hook (x) where the twine is cut off. 
The first end is then removed from the hook and the two ends tied 
together and looped over the hook (x). This will make a rope com-
posed of six strands of binder twine. This process may be re-
peated once, doubling the size of the rope. The operator now 
turns the handle bar to the left, the crotched st ick being held 
with a firm pull to prevent knot~ing of the strings . The machine 
is turned until the strands are well twisted and one is consc i ous 
of the strands tending to kink (but do not a llow them to kink .) 
While the operator turns slowly, the person holding the 
crotched stick moves it slowly forward with one hand and with the 
other hand pulls the strands back of the crotch , allowing them to 
twist into a rope but at the same time keeping enough pull on 
them to take up the slack. With the proper pr ecautions a perfect, 
hard, tight-twisted rope will result. Slip the crotched stick 
out and remove the strands from the hooks. The ragged ends may 
be cut off and whipped. 
With a lighted match or other flame singe the rope to dis-
pose of loose fibers. If desired the rope may be rolled on a 
bench top with a block of wood, or on the f loor under your foot. 
When r opes are to be made that require more than 12 
strands of binder tWine, they should be made by first making 
small ropes of 6 strands of binder twine then putting three such 
ropes in the machine and twisting in the ri ght hand direction to 
make the larger rope. The l arger ropes can be made by continuing 
to thread the binder twine through the machine until the number 
of strands of twine des ired in the rope are in the machine and 
made in one machine operation but a lower quality rope will re-
sult than when made as first described. 
Fastening Halter Ring, Hook or Eye Into End of Rope 
This may be neatly and securely done at the time of making 
the rope. 
1. The machine should be set up and the rope making start-
ed in the regular manner. 
2. As the final or desired size of rope is being made, 
stop the process when about 10 inches of the rope has been com-
pleted, (Fi g. 45). Slip the ring or the eye of the hook on over 
the end of the rope and up to the crotched stick. 
3 . Ti e two bands firmly around the l'ope wi th gOOd string 
or cord, on each side of the ring or eye . This section may be 
whipped and l eft permanently to save the iron ring from wearing 
on the rope fiber. 
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4. Cut the extreme end of the rope and unlay the strands 
to the whipped portion. Turn the handl e bar back to untwist the 
strands that have not yet been made into the final rope. 
5. Cut the unlaid ends so they will be of different 
lengths. For instance, leave one the ori :; inal length, cut strand 
two 1 inch shorter and strand three 2 inches shorter than 1. The 
shortest should have at least 5 inches to 6 inches to twist back 
into the rope . (Large ropes will require longer strands for 
twisting back.) Next taper the strands or thin them out near the 
end. Place each strand alongside of one of the standing strands. 
About 1 inch from the end of the laid back strand separate the 
standing strand and run the turned back strand through the open-
ing. Repeat this process at l east once for each strand, then tie 
the end of the turned back strand alongside the standing strand 
w1th a rope f1ber. 
6. Put the crotched stick back firmly against the whipped 
loop and twist the strands as before. Fi nish the rope in the 
regular manner and you have the halter ring or hook made ri ght 
1nto the rope . When extra reinforcing is needed i n the eye ad-
d1tional strands may be worked into the untwisted rope and 
through the eye at some sacrifice of neatness . 
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